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Abstract | The development of theory for

multilevel coding during the last 20 years
is reminded. Several design rules are compared and the capacity region of multilevel
codes is outlined. We discuss the dimensionality of the constituent signal constellation and compare di erent labeling strategies by means of random coding exponent. Finally, by discussing bit interleaved
coded modulation we show that the progress in theory now leads back to the origin
of coded modulation.

1 Introduction and Historical
Overview
During the rst 25 years after the foundation of
information theory by C.E. Shannon 50 years ago
research in channel coding was almost entirely restricted to coding for binary antipodal signalling
like BPSK, QPSK with Gray mapping etc. It
soon was recognized that a direct application of
traditional forward error correcting codes (FEC)
to bandwidth ecient modulation schemes with
more than two signal points per dimension of a
signal space, e.g. M > 2{ary ASK, M > 4{ary
QAM, M > 4{ary PSK, see Fig. 1, o ers no or
only small gains over simple uncoded schemes at
the same bandwidth eciency. This e ect beco-

Figure 1: FEC scheme.

mes evident by a comparison of digital communication schemes in the power{bandwidth{plane
for the additive white Gaussian noise channel
(AWGN), see Fig. 2. The dashed lines mark the
results of binary primitive BCH codes (cf. [30]).

Figure 2: Power{bandwidth plane for the AWGN
channel.

Power eciency (i.e. min. equivalent energy per
information bit Eb over one sided noise power
density N0 for desired reliability, here bit error
rate BER  10,5 ) increases due to increasing
error correctability, while bandwidth eciency ,
(here depicted for bandwidth excess factor 0) together with code rate decrease. For xed bandwidth eciency slight gains over uncoded schemes (4) with smaller constellations are only possible using long FEC codes; for short codes FEC
is useless at all.
Having this e ect in mind, the eld of coded modulation was founded in 1974 by J.L. Massey [31]
stating that joint coding and modulation can improve the performance of a digital transmission
scheme. In 1976/77, independently Ungerbock
[44, 41] and Imai [27] presented powerful and applicable coded modulation schemes. The common
core is to optimize the code in Euclidean space
rather than dealing with Hamming distance. For
both approaches the mapping of binary address
vectors xm = (x0m ; x1m ; : : : ; x`m,1 ) to the M = 2`
signal points am , m = 1; 2; : : : ; M , of a PAM
constellation A is based on iterative binary set
partitioning. Ungerbock divides the binary components of the address vectors in two parts: the

least signi cant binary symbols are convolutionally encoded whereas the high signi cant binary
symbols remain uncoded. The code parameters
are chosen by means of an exhaustive computer search in order to maximize the minimum distance of the coded sequences in Euclidean space.
Because of the trellis nature of sequences of signal
points, Ungerbock's approach to coded modulation is named trellis coded modulation (TCM).
TCM was originally proposed for one{ and two{
dimensional signal sets using one bit redundancy
per signal point. Boxes in Fig. 2 indicate the eciency of simple (2: 4 states) and fairly complex
( : 64 states) TCM schemes over two{dimensional
constellations, i.e., for 0.5 bit redundancy per dimension. Thus, the de ciency of FEC was overcome by TCM. Lots of work were performed in
order to provide more exible transmission rates
with TCM, using constituent signal constellations
for coding in higher dimensions or signal constellations derived from lattice theory by combining
several one{ or two{dimensional PAM symbols,
e.g. [7, 8, 42, 43, 17, 15, 34, 33]. This approach
can be viewed as a special kind of code concatenation, cf. [22]. Although some more exibility is
o ered no substantial improvement is possible by
multidimensional TCM schemes at all, because
less than 0.5 bit redundancy per dimension causes inevitable losses, cf. [41, 12].
Imai's idea of multilevel coding (MLC) is to protect each address bit xi of the signal point by an
individual binary code C i at level i, see Fig. 3.
Traditionally, it was proposed to choose the in-

Figure 3: Multilevel encoder.

dividual codes in such a way that the minimum
distance of the Euclidean space code is maximized, [19, 6, 28, 35, 53] et al. In the following
we refer to this concept of assigning codes to the
individual levels as balanced distances rule (see
Section 2). At the receiver side, each code C i is
decoded individually starting from the lowest level and taking decisions of prior decoding stages
into account. This procedure is called multistage
decoding (MSD), see Fig. 4. In contrast to Ungerbock's TCM, the MLC approach has the advantage of providing exible transmission rates,

Figure 4: Multistage decoder.

because it decouples the dimensionality of the signal constellation from the code rate. Any code
can be used as component code, e.g. block codes,
convolutional codes or concatenated codes. Although MLC designed according to the balanced
distances rule o ers excellent asymptotic coding
gains, it achieved only theoretical interest in the
past. In practice, performance of such schemes is
severely degraded due to high error rates at low
levels. A lot of e ort was done to overcome this
e ect, see e.g. [54].
A straightforward generalization of Imai's approach is to use q{ary component codes based
on a non{binary partitioning of the signal set,
cf. [23]. In this context, TCM is a special case
of MLC using a single convolutional code with
a non{binary output alphabet while higher levels
remain uncoded. Therefore, TCM and MLC need
not to be treated separately.
In his famous framework, G.D. Forney presented
1988 the concept of coset codes [13, 14]. By dealing only with in nite constellations (neglecting
the boundary e ects) and using the mathematics
of lattice theory a general class of codes was established. Similar to TCM, not signal points but
cosets are selected in the encoding process. Coset
codes divide into two classes: trellis codes (a generalization of TCM) and lattice codes where the
signal points in N dimensions exhibit group structure. Lattice codes can also be generated by the
MLC approach, if the individual codes are subcodes of each other (see e.g. [16, 9]). De Buda [10]
stated that lattice codes can approach the channel capacity of the AWGN channel. The proof
was recently re ned by Urbanke and Rimoldi [45]
as well as by Forney [16].
For practical coded modulation schemes, where
boundary e ects have to be taken into account,
Huber et al. [24, 23, 25, 51] proved that with multilevel codes and multistage decoding the capacity of the modulation scheme can be achieved
if and only if the individual rates of the component codes are chosen properly. Key point is the

well{known chain rule for mutual information, cf.
also [29]. Main intention of this paper together
with its companion papers [12] and [50] is to show
that there are di erent ways to design power and
bandwidth ecient digital communication schemes close to theoretical limits.

2 Design Rules and Capacity
Regions
Bandwidth ecient communication in the area
,  3 bitHz=s preferably is based on digital pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM) employing a constituent signal set A  RD in D dimensions
with M = 2` points. A bijective mapping M :
f0 ; 1g` ! A of `{dimensional binary vectors
xm = (x0m ; x1m ; : : : ; x`m,1 ), xim 2 f0; 1g, m =
1; 2; : : : ; M , to all signal points am 2 A is de ned
preferably by an iterative binary set partitioning
procedure like proposed in [41]. We denote the
minimum intra subset Euclidean distance over all
subsets at partitioning level i by di . The most popular labelling strategy is to maximize di at every
partitioning level i = 0; : : : ; ` , 1, which we call
Ungerbock Labelling (UL).
For MLC each partitioning level correspond to
a coding level, i.e., the sequences xi [k], k 2
Z, of components of the sequence x[k] of address vectors are encoded individually by binary
i ) codes C i with (not necessary, but
(N; K i ; min
here assumed) equal lengths N , rates Ri = K i =N
i , see Fig. 3. The
and min. Hamming distance min
total rate of the MLC scheme reads:

balanced over all ` levels and the total rate meets
the desired value R. This balanced distances rule
for the rate design of MLC schemes was initially
proposed and usually used. Throughout this paper, for illustrations and comparisons we use the
following simple
Example: 4{ary ASK or 16{ary QAM, resp.

D = 1; M = 4; A = f,3; ,1; +1; +3g
bit
R = 1:5 dim.
Assuming natural mapping which here corresponds to UL, component codes with length N =
2000, and minimum Hamming distances according to the Gilbert{Varshamov bound (see [30])
lead to the following parameters:
)

R0 = 0:63 : d20 0 = 4  142 = 568 2
d
 568
R1 = 0:87 : d21 1 = 16  36 = 576 E min

That means, the theoretical asymptotic gain
in power eciency over uncoded transmission
(d2E min = 4, R = 2) is (568  1:5)=(4  2)=b 20.3 dB.
Of course, such an asymptotic gain has no relevance in practice, (i) because a corresponding
performance (for desired error rate 10,5 ) would
be about 9 dB beyond the Shannon limit for the
AWGN channel and (ii) because of the exponential growth of the number of nearest neighbour
error events, see [23]. In fact, it turns out that a
scheme designed in this way shows poor performance, when MSD is applied. Thus, it is quite
obvious that minimum Euclidean distance should
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i : not be used for criterion to design MLC scheR = Ri = K
with
K
=
K
mes. Moreover, it becomes more and more clear
N symbol
i=0
i=0
that minimum distance is not the most importperformance parameter in channel coding, cf.
2.1 Balanced Distances Rules ant
e.g. turbo codes [3] or the result in [4]. Thus, a
Since the very beginning of channel coding, a tra- change of basic paradigms should take place in
ditional paradigm has been to assess a code by its coding theory, cf. also [1].
minimum distance, either minimum Hamming distance min in a vector space over a nite eld 2.2 Capacity Design Rule
or minimum Euclidean distance dE min between
codewords in signal space. Based on the min. A communication channel is characterized by the
Euclidean distances di of the subsets and the min. mutual information I (A; Y ) between transmitted
Hamming distances i of the component codes for signal point a 2 A (channel input variable) and
MLC a lower bound on dE min can easily be deri- discrete time channel output variable y 2 Y (afved (see e.g. [19]):
ter matched lter, sampling, equalization). (Random variables are denoted by corresponding capid2E min  min
(d2   );
i = 0; 1; : : : ; ` , 1:
i i i
tal letters as usual.) For xed or optimized distriIn order to maximize the minimum Euclidean di- bution of channel input variable, I (A; Y ) equals
stance, the component codes C i have to be se- the capacity C of the channel (per channel use).
lected in that way that the products d2i  i are The mapping M may formally be included into

the channel and, since mapping is bijective, the
equation
I (A; Y ) = I ((X 0 ; X 1 ; : : : ; X `,1 ) ; Y ) (1)
holds. Applying the well known chain rule to mutual information [18, p. 22] yields
I ((X 0 ; X 1 ; : : : ; X `,1 ) ; Y ) =
(2)
0
1
0
I (X ; Y ) + I (X ; Y j X ) + : : :
+I (X `,1 ; Y j (X 0 ; X 1 ; : : : ; X `,2 )):
This equation allows the following interpretation:
The transmission of vectors x of binary digits xi
over the physical channel is separable into a parallel transmission of individual digits xi over equivalent channels , provided x0 ; : : : ; xi,1 are already
known. The equivalent channels correspond to
the coding levels. Conditional mutual information represents the capacity C i of the equivalent
channel i = 0; 1; : : : ; (` , 1):
C i := I (X i ; Y j (X 0 ; X 1 ; : : : ; X i,1 ))
MLC together with MSD for coded modulation
is a direct consequence of Eq. (2), although this
method originally was derived in the context of
minimum Euclidean distance [27]. Eqs. (1) and
(2) immediately lead to a fundamental theorem
which includes a rate design rule for MLC:

Theorem 1

The capacity C of a 2` {ary digital modulation scheme under the constraint of given a{
priori probabilities Prfag of the signal points
a 2 A is equal to the sum of the capacities
C i of the equivalent channels of a multilevel
coding scheme:

C=

`,1
X
C i:
i=0

(3)

1. Out of the huge set of all possible codes with

length N , where NR = K binary symbols are
mapped to N signal points, the very small subset of codes generated by the MLC approach |
where NRi = K i binary symbols are mapped to
N signal point label component xi independently
for each level i | is a selection with asymptotic
optimum performance. Here, Shannon's coding
theorem is proved for well structured codes opposite to the originally used completely random
codes, see [16] and [45], too.
2. Although in multistage decoding (MSD) code
constraints at higher levels are not taken into
account while decoding lower levels, it is sucient to approach capacity. Overall maximum
likelihood decoding (MLD) of the Euclidean space
code cannot improve the asymptotic performance
of the scheme as long as the rates Ri are chosen
equal to the capacities C i .
3. The theorem states that for any digital transmission scheme, where the number of points is
a power of two, the problem of channel coding
can be solved in principle in an optimum way via
MLC and MSD by employing binary codes. That
means there is no need to search for good non{
binary codes for bandwidth ecient transmission
systems. Starting from the huge eld of good
binary codes, its properties can be directly translated to any bandwidth eciency via the MLC
approach. Therefore, similar to the theoretical
separability of source and channel coding, channel coding and modulation can be treated and
optimized separately .
4. The theorem implies no restriction on the particular labeling of signal points. Thus, mapping
by set partitioning according to a special criterion [41] is not essential to approach capacity, cf.
Section 4.

Capacity C can be approached via multilevel
encoding and multistage decoding, if and only Example (continued):
if the individual rates Ri are chosen to be equal
to the capacities of the equivalent channels, Capacity C = 1:5 bit/(channel use) of the signal
set A for the AWGN channel, which is achieved
Ri = C i .
for Es =N0 =b 6:46 dB, divides into C 0 = R0 = 0:52
Proofs for equiprobable signal points are given and C 1 = R1 = 0:98.
in [24, 23, 51] (see also [29]), and equations for For codes of length N = 2000 a minimum Hamcalculation of the capacities C i can also be found ming distance  4:4 at level 1, say 1 = 5
therein. The general case is treated in [47].
(cf. binary primitive BCH{codes,  = 7), results
This fundamental theorem has important con- from Gilbert{Varshamov bound. Thus, minimum
sequences for the design of digital transmission Euclidean distance is reduced to dE min = 80 and
schemes:
asymptotic gain to 15 =b 11.76 dB, which is fairly

compatible with capacity limit (for desired bit error rate 10,5 ). On the other hand, a rate reduction at level 0 compensates for the exponential
increase in nearest neighbour error events.
Fig. 5 shows simulation results for this design
rule employing turbo codes of length 2000 and
20000 as component codes for MLC/QAM schemes in the power{bandwidth{plane spending 0.5
bit of redundancy per dimension. Although min-

Figure 5: Power{bandwidth{plane for coded transmission over the AWGN channel with MLC/QAM schemes.

imum Euclidean distance is further reduced by
the poor minimum Hamming distance of turbo
codes [37, 2], the power eciency of these schemes
in the range of high bandwidth eciency , > 2
turn out to be as close to capacity for equiprobable signal points (boxes ) as the direct application of turbo codes to binary antipodal signalling
[3]. Now the advantages of ecient binary codes are utilizable by MLC together with simple
MSD over the total range of bandwidth eciency.
Here, information theory leads to very ecient
communication schemes in practice in a straightforward way. An application of shaping methods
in order to produce a near discrete Gaussian distribution of signal points (see companion paper
[12]) provides MLC schemes closer than 1 dB to
the Shannon limit in the power{bandwidth plane,
even slightly beyond capacity for equiprobable signal points. The diamond in Fig. 5 marks an example based on 64{ary QAM and , = 4 bit/s/Hz,
i.e., spending 1 bit/dimension of redundancy for
coding and shaping. Design details are given in
[49, 12].

2.3 Design from Random
Coding Exponent

An alternative approach to design MLC scheme
is to balance word error probabilities piw over all
levels: piw = pw . In order not to be restricted to
speci c codes, bounds on random coding, may be
applied. The random coding exponent Eri (Ri ),
see [18], applied to the equivalent channel i additionally allows to consider nite codeword length
[51, 47]. Individual rates Ri are obtained by numerical inversion of
2,NEri (Ri ) =! pw :
(4)
The results show that only for N < 1000 rates
Ri slightly di er from that derived from capacity
rule. For very short codewords and UL rate at
lower levels increases whereas rate at higher levels
decreases, i.e., rate design tends towards balanced
distances rule.
Cut{o rates R0i may also be applied for the rate
design: Ri = R0i . The distribution of individual
rates is almost indistinguishable from a capacity
design, too.

2.4 Bounds on Error
Probabilities

As long as error propagation from lower to higher levels is neglected, all levels of a MSD should
contribute equally to the error probability at minimum acceptable reliability. Such a design for
balanced error rates requires suciently tight
bounds on the individual error rates. The multiple representation of binary symbols at low levels according to information mapped to higher
levels cause an exponential increase in the number of possible error events. Thus, key point is the
calculation of the pro les of Euclidean distances
at individual levels of MLC based on the pro les
of Hamming distances of the corresponding component codes. In [36, 23] an analytical analysis
of the distance pro le is derived, but the e ect
of multiple representation of correct symbols was
not taken into account. Biglieri et al. presented a
complete analysis for component codes based on
lattice constellations, thus neglecting boundary
e ects in real constellation. In [49] a re nement
of these previous results is presented.
It turns out that the so{called minimum sucient distance pro le for an error rate estimation
using the union bound (see [9]) is closely related
to the result in [23]. Simulation results presented

Figure 6: MLC as multiple access problem.

in [23, 49] indicate that the union bound tech- strategy, see Section 4. But mapping does not
nique based on these distance pro les promise a ect capacity, see Theorem 1.)
tight estimates in the range of error probabilities
< 10,3 . At low SNR, a tightening of the union
bound according to [20, 21] helps to improve the
estimation. Using correct distance pro les, i.e.
including multiple representation of binary symbols by signal points, a rate design of MLC schemes for balanced error probabilities yields results
almost not distinguishable from capacity rule.

2.5 Capacity Regions

A MLC design according to capacity rule (Section 2.2) leads to a poor minimum distance when
compared to the balanced distances design rule.
Codewords form a more or less irregular structure
of 2NR points in ND dimensions, being far away
from dense lattices. Thus, Theorem 1 seems to
be in contradiction to the well{known theorem of
de Buda [10]. Therefore, we have to discuss conditions on the optimality of MLC in more detail.
Coded modulation with ` levels may be interpreted as a special multiple access problem, i.e., ` binary output sequences access a common channel
via the mapping [29], cf. also Fig. 6. Using again
our simple two{level example, rates R0 and R1 of
both \users" are restricted by following facts:
(i) Total rate cannot exceed mutual information
(capacity) provided by the common channel.
(ii) Rate for one user cannot exceed mutual information provided the message of the other one
is known at the receiver side. Thus we have the
conditions:
R0 + R1  I ((X 0 ; X 1 ); Y )
R0  I (X 0 ; Y j X 1 ); R1  I (X 1 ; Y j X 0 ) (5)
which form the typical polygon in the rate plane,
known from multiuser information theory, see
Fig. 7. Points 1 and 2 correspond to the chain
rule Eq. (2) for both possible expansions and thus
are achievable due to Theorem 1 even by suboptimum MSD. (Point 2 simply corresponds to an
exchange of components X 0 and X 1 when compared to point 1 , i.e., to a di erent mapping

Figure 7: Capacity region for two{level coding.

In [47], we give the proof that all MLC schemes with rate design corresponding to the points
on the straight line between 1 and 2 achieve
capacity, too. Usually, such MLC schemes include those designed according to the balanced
distances rule. Hence, even the balanced distances rule leads to optimum schemes. Thus, the
ostensible contradiction to [10] is resolved and
dense lattices lead towards capacity, too. But
there is an important di erence between points
along the line and the vertices 1 and 2 : As
for points between 1 and 2 R0 > I (X 0 ; Y ) as
well as R1 > I (X 1 ; Y ) holds, none of both sequences can successfully be decoded without taking the other one into account, i.e., MSD does
not work at all. A maximum likelihood decoding
over all levels with tremendous complexity is indispensable for all designs except the vertices of
the polygon. All ideas to overcome the poor performance of MLC schemes with an unfortunate
rate design, like forwarding of reliability information from lower to higher levels or/and iterative
decoding [35, 54, 55, 46] may be interpreted as attempts to approximate maximum likelihood overall decoding in a similar way as it is done in turbo
decoding. Unfortunately, besides increased complexity these methods su er from the necessity
of a quasi{perfect interleaving between the levels
which introduces a tremendous delay of data. But

in most applications data delay is restricted, and
thereby performance loss due to short codewords
and/or insucient interleaving has to be taken
into consideration. Please notice, all these problems are completely avoided, when a proper rate
design according to Sections 2.2 to 2.4 is applied.
Here, such extensions to MSD neither are necessary nor can substantially improve performance.

3 Dimensionality of the Constituent Signal Constellation
In contrast to TCM, dimensionality D of the constituent signal constellation and rate R of MLC
schemes are completely decoupled. Therefore,
the important question arises how to choose D?
Concerning performance, this question cannot be
answered by capacity arguments, because Eq. (2)
leads to equal results for all possible values of D.
But an answer for nite code word length can be
given from random coding exponent and cut{o
rate. A choice of D as small as possible yields minimum number of levels, i.e., of component codes
and therefore may be preferred from complexity
reasons.
For a fair comparison of MLC schemes employing block codes we x the number ND D of dimensions of signal space, where ND denotes the
code word length of a MLC scheme based on a
D{dimensional signal set. For our example (4{
ary
ASK or 16{ary QAM, resp.) sums of rates
P2D ,1 i
i=0 R , calculated from random coding exponent (Eq. (4)), pw = 10,4 and N1 = 4000 are
shown in Fig. 8. The one{dimensional approach,
1.8
Random coding exponent criterion

4 Labelling Strategies

1.7
Rate R [bit/symbol/dimension]

out to be the better one! Constraints over N1
dimensions are more ecient embedded into binary component codes than into the constellation
itself. This result has been veri ed by simulation
using turbo codes for component codes, see [11]
and Fig. 11. One{dimensional MLC only is possible for square QAM constellations over the lattice
(2Z +1)2 in a direct way. But even for other constellations (e.g. cross{constellation) partitioning
strategies exist which at least for the two lowest
levels allow a multiplexing of inphase and quadrature component in one coding level. In [50]
we show that only for the lowest level of a one{
dimensional constellation, sophisticated coding,
such as soft decision maximum likelihood decoding is necessary, whereas simple FEC schemes
are sucient at higher levels. Thus, the advantage using a one{dimensional scheme in performance and complexity can be exploited for every
bandwidth ecient modulation schemes. In [48]
examples are presented for the 32{ary cross constellation. Summarizing, multidimensional constituent constellations are neither necessary nor
useful for coded modulation via MLC with block
component codes.
If the comparison is done for cut{o rates the situation is quite di erent: The sum of cut{o rates
increases with the dimensionality D of the constituent constellation, cf. [32]. Cut{o rate is an appropriate parameter for convolutional codes. For
increasing D the number of codes increases and
by this the e ective constraint length, i.e., constraint length over channel symbols. (Data delay increases, too, but usually remains tolerably
small.) Thus, it is not surprising that an e ect
opposite to block codes is observed.

1.6
1.5
1.4
MLC4ASK/UL, N 1=4000
MLC16QAM/UL, N2=2000

1.3
1.2
2

3

4
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10 log 10 Eb/N0 [dB]

Figure 8: Sum
of individual rates i
for MLC/4ASK/UL, 1 = 4000 and for
MLC/16QAM/UL with 2 = 2000 derived via
random coding exponents. AWGN channel.
R=D

R =D

N

N

D = 1, promises a performance gain of about 0.2
dB over D = 2. Thus, the simpler solution turns

From Theorem 1, it follows that the strategy how
to map address vectors x to M signal point does
not a ect total mutual information or capacity
at all. Thus, from a capacity point of view labelling strategies like set partitioning for maximum
intra subset minimum Euclidean distance (UL)
seems to be not relevant in coded modulation.
But this statement is only true for in nite codeword length. Using the random coding exponent,
several labelling strategies can be compared for
xed length of the component codes. For our example Fig. 9 shows the required Eb =N0 to achieve
a reliability pw  10,3 versus code word length
N . Here, GL denotes Gray labelling; i.e., addres-

additive noise channel. It is inherent to GL that
A

x0=0

x0=1
A(0)

A(1)

Figure 10: Set partitioning for 4{ary ASK with Gray
labeling.

Figure 9: Required SNR of various coded modulation
schemes derived from random coding exponent for 4{
ary ASK, = 1 5 bit/dim.
R

:

ses of neighboring signal points di er only in one
binary digit, see Fig. 10. BL is an abbreviation
for block labelling, i.e., keeping signal points in
the subsets as close together as possible (set partitioning for minimum intra subset variance |
the opposite to UL). Standard UL turns out to
be superior over other labelling strategies and the
gap increases for short codes, but the di erences
are surprisingly small. BL inverts the order of rates (in our example 4{ary ASK: R0 > R1 ) which
can be applied to construct softly degrading MLC
schemes, see [23, 26]. Here, decoding in the MSD
procedure is done only up to that level which still
delivers reliable data. Examples for softly degrading schemes via MLC together with optimization of constellations and codes can also be found
e.g. in [40, 38]. Summarizing, labelling strategy
has usually a quite smaller importance in coded
modulation than stated in many papers, except
the special case discussed in the next section. Of
course, UL is an essential method to separate coded and uncoded levels, thus to save complexity.
The approach presented in [50] to simplify MLC
schemes by using only one sophisticated binary
coding scheme at the lowest level can also only
be applied for UL without noticeable performance
loss.

5 Parallel Decoding and Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation
Gray labelling (GL), see the example in Fig. 10,
usually leads to an irregular set partitioning tree,
i.e., the subsets at one partitioning label are not
congruent and provide unequal capacities on an

for all signal points and components of the binary address vectors there is at most one point
with minimum distance d0 representing the inverse binary symbol. This involves that there is
no exponential increase in the number of nearest
neighbour error events due to multiple representation of binary symbols in MLC schemes. In particular, neither the error coecient nor the minimum Euclidean distance changes when decisions
at lower levels are taken into account for decoding higher levels. Hence, decoding for each level
may be based on the entire signal constellation
without any preselection of signal points at higher levels by decisions at lower levels. Therefore,
a suboptimum parallel decoding (PD) of all levels
is possible with only small performance loss. Mutual information Ip utilizable by PD corresponds
to a lower bound on the expansion (2)

I ((X 0 ; X 1 ; : : : ; X `,1 ); Y ) 
(6)
0
1
`
,
1
I (X ; Y ) + I (X ; Y ) + : : : + I (X ; Y ) =: Ip:
Surprisingly, I (X; Y ) and Ip di er only very
slightly for GL. In the reasonable range of 0.5
bit/dimension of redundancy this di erence typically corresponds to a loss < 0:1 dB and, hence, is
irrelevant in practice. Furthermore, PD is not affected by error propagation. This statement also
holds for nite codeword lengths as SNR curves
derived from random coding exponent also show
these small di erences, see Fig. 9, comparing curves GL/MSD and GL/PD.
On the one hand PD o ers the advantage of reducing delay of the data stream due to the decoding
procedure by parallel processing of all levels. But
usually this reduction usually will be small, since
for UL and a one{dimensional constituent constellation (D = 1) only decoding time for level
1 is saved which may be very short, when simple FEC is applied at this level, cf. [50]. On the
other hand, GL together with PD is well suited
for communication over fading channels because

code rates Ri = I (X i ; Y ) for all levels di er signicantly from 1 and inherently high time diversity
due to independent binary coding at all levels is
achieved, see [39, 52].
Eq. (6) for Ip utilizable by PD exactly corresponds to the formula for the mutual information of a time{variant, memoryless (i.e. perfectly
interleaved) channel with equiprobable discrete
states 0; 1; : : : ; ` , 1, provided the actual state is
known at the receiver. Interleaving together with
a mapping of ` binary digits to the components
of the address vector x in time{multiplex and
the inverse process at the receiver side produce
such a time{variant channel with mutual information Ip =` per binary input symbol. Following the
channel coding theorem a single binary code with
rate RBICM  Ip =` is sucient for reliable communication. This method called bit interleaved
coded modulation (BICM) was proposed in [56]
as an alternative approach to TCM over the Rayleigh fading channel using one convolutional code.
Later it was recognized by [5] that BICM over the
AWGN channel provides mutual information very
close to capacity. The equivalence of BICM and
MLC/PD is derived in [48, 39]. If the number N
of channel symbols included in one codeword is
high, no further increase of the blocklength needs
to be introduced by interleaving, because in this
case averaging of channel states (i.e. levels) within one codeword is sucient. Interblock interleaving may be indicated here only for blockcodes being sensitive to special the error pattern,
e.g. turbo codes. BICM o ers the bene t that
multiplexing levels in time results in an increased
length of the binary code NBICM = `  N . Due
to this e ect the min. SNR calculated from the
random coding exponent of BICM in Fig. 9 promises performance even better than for UL/MSD
at a xed number of channel symbols within one
codeword. But, in simulating using turbo codes
of length 4000 for component codes in UL/MSD
(4{ary ASK, R0 = 0:52, R1 = 0:98) and 8000 for
BICM (RBICM = 0:75), UL/MSD is slightly superior by about 0.2 dB at bit error rate 10,5 , see
Fig. 11. In this example, BICM achieves capacity for equiprobable signal points within 1.4 dB.
On the other hand, BICM clearly outperforms
BL/MSD and GL/PD as indicated in Fig. 9.
For simplicity, PD and BICM are discussed here
to comprise all levels. For the AWGN channel
and very large signal constellation it is more ecient to apply a mixed labelling strategy, i.e., to

Figure 11: Simulation results: bit error rate over
signal{to{noise ratio b 0 .
E =N

apply UL in order to separate coded from uncoded levels and by this to save complexity. Within
coded levels a relabeling according to the Gray
criterion allows to apply PD or BICM for subset
coding/decoding. For fading channels GL/PD or
BICM over all levels is recommended.
Obviously, BICM is nothing else but the traditional approach shown in Fig. 1, i.e., the state of the
art before the topic coded modulation was born
in digital communications. Thus the progress in
theory brought us back exactly to the status more
than 24 years ago! Therefore, following questions
arise: (i) What are the reasons for the poor performance of the traditional approach in the past?
(ii) Did the topic coded modulation really exist at
any time or was it simply a fata morgana, during
the last 24 years? (iii) Have Caire, Taricco and
Biglieri brought coded modulation to its end and
will it now vanish at all?
Contradiction (i) is simply resolved by the observation, that binary FEC block coding with rate
0.5 for binary antipodal signalling per dimension
together with bounded minimum distance decoding (BMD) exhibits a performance gap of about
5.5 { 7.5 dB to capacity limit for BER = 10,5 , see
Fig. 2. In [50] we show that interleaving and hard
decision decoding for bandwidth ecient schemes
with 0.5 bit/dimension of redundancy causes the
same capacity loss of about 2 dB as for binary
signalling per dimension. Thus, it is not surprising that a similar distance of 5.5 { 7.5 dB to
capacity limits can also be observed for schemes
with higher bandwidth eciency. But in this area
there is a smaller gap between uncoded transmission (BER = 10,5 ) and capacity which result in

a poorer coding gain. Additionally, the shaping
gap here arises. Therefore, the insucient results
for the traditional approaches t quite well into
the framework of quasi{optimality of BICM, as
the gap completely is caused by the poor performance of the binary coding scheme itself and not
by an improper combining of coding with modulation. The reason for the gap being greater than
2 dB is the lack of powerfull hard{decision near
maximum likelihood decoding algorithms for long
block FEC codes with minimum distance close
to Gilbert{Varshamov bound. Additionally, in
the range of high bandwidth eciency competitive uncoded schemes with smaller constellations
exist at the same bandwidth which ampli es the
impression of poor performance of FEC schemes.
Now, the gap to capacity limit for more than
2 signal points per dimension is more and more
bridged by BICM based on long binary codes with
quasi{random properties and near maximum likelihood soft decision decoding techniques.
Concerning question (ii) the topic coded modulation indeed did not really exist at all as long as
only power eciency is taken into account. But
\classical" coded modulation is still a powerful
method to save complexity as coding is restricted
to that data really a ected by noise. Additionally, BICM does not work at all if data delay is
closely restricted. For example, BICM does not
o er sucient performance using a binary convolutional code, because of restricted constraint
length. In this case, MLC/MSD or TCM clearly
is the better choice. This statement includes the
answer to question (iii): In practical applications
under various restrictions coded modulation will
still be a hot topic over a couple of years. But the
authors think that indeed the eld coded modulation may have lost some of its charm in theory
by the paper [5].

6 Conclusions

ditional coding paradigms [29, 24], a further example of the inestimable bene ts to be gained
from theory for the technical progress. Nowadays
we see many di erent ways to coded bandwidth
ecient communication schemes with excellent
power eciency, i.e., MLC with almost arbitrary
labeling strategies, independent parallel decoding
and BICM, which are feasible in practice. This
development was accompanied by the discovery
and re nement of turbo codes which is characterized by the same change in the paradigm of optimality, i.e., not to pay too much attention on minimum distances. Employment of turbo codes for
component codes in MLC or BICM together with
a proper rate design leads to practicable schemes
close to existence limits for all desired values of
bandwidth eciency.
For the AWGN channel MLC/MSD o ers the advantage over BICM that only the lowest level
needs to be encoded by sophisticated complex
schemes, whereas BICM has at least to include
two levels. On the other hand BICM over all levels is a very ecient solution for fading channels,
thus, BICM o ers more exibility. If there are
strong restrictions on data delay TCM or equivalently MLC/UL/MSD with convolutional codes as component codes and a rate design from
the cut{o rate criterion still are proper choices.
Here, MLC o ers more exibility in total rate.
Work on coded modulation is not nished by
MLC or BICM. E.g., research has to be extended to more realistic channel models; there is a
lot of work to re ne equalization and synchronization techniques for such extreme low SNR that
modern coding techniques allow to tolerate. Summarizing, there are still many further topics for
paper to be presented in sessions on coded modulation at future ITG{conferences on source and
channel coding.
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